This range is created with an intent to bring about a refreshing change in the world of laminate design with its close connection with nature.

Ultimate CREATION COLLECTION
SPRUCE SAPLING

Cutting edge laminate textures created for grandeur and efficacy.

CHARISMATIC CORE

3146 (SSL) | RUSK STONE LIGHT

3145 (SSL) | RUSK STONE DARK

3146 (SSL) | HICKORY ACCENT

3147 (SSL) | TAN ACCENT
BOULEVARD FLOWERS

308 (BFS) BLACK ONYX FLOWER

302 (BFS) ONYX FLOWER

333 (BFS) PINK ONYX FLOWER

3148 (BFS) STONE ONYX FLOWER

Diligence is the measure of success. It underlies all embraces. It is the value of an intimate essence.
Go with the latest collection of formable range and lounge on quality with comfort.

**IMMACULATE FLAIR**

Improve your space by breath-taking into a setting that exudes of comfortable lifestyle and feel good from this superior collection.

- **2096 (LD) GREY MOTION**
- **2097 (LD) LIGHT MOTION**
- **303 (LD) DUSLEATHER**
- **303 (LD) FLOWER EXOTICA**
SLIKY STRIPS

CLASSY FORM

Full of innovative and natural inspirations, SLIKY santa will have your customers' attention. Perfectly suitable for the vast array of patterns, designs, colors and textures. Perfectly able to balance style with function.
Choose designs that have the capacity and capability to stand apart.

Extremely popular due to its vast array of patterns, designs, colors and textures. Perfectly able to balance style with function.

3107 (NOS) EPOCA ASH LITE

3108 (NOS) EPOCA ASH DARK

3152 (NOS) NORWAY OAK
SPARKY LINES

3101 (SLH) PG SPARKY LINES BROWN

3102 (SLH) PG SPARKY LINES DARK

NEW-AGE ARTISTRY

Extravagantly rich due to its vast array of patterns, designs, colors and textures. Perfectly able to balance style with function.
RIVER VEINS

IMPRESSION
ILLUSTRIOUSNESS

3105 (SLH) EPOCA ASH BROWN

Beautifully defined due to the vast array of patterns, designs, colors and textures. Perfectly able to balance style with function.
It’s your chance to create a world of elegant dreams with laminates that look stunning.

3108 (EPA) PG EPOCA ASH DARK

3104 (SLH) PG SPARKY LINES LITE

3106 (EPA) PG EPOCA ASH GOLDEN
QUATTRO CUT

The textures with an intersectional brilliance is all hers, to inspire you and give your spaces a feel of excellence.

DECOROUS DYNAMICS

Make your feel be preserved indefinitely.

2022 (QC) QUATTRO CUT

2024 (QC) QUATTRO CUT DARK

2025 (QC) QUATTRO CUT NATURAL

2027 (QC) QUATTRO CUT BROWN

2028 (QC) QUATTRO CUT LITE

2023 (QC) QUATTRO CUT LITE
WOOD BRESKEN

3036 (WB) WOOD BRESCAH NATURAL

3037 (WB) WOOD BRESCAH LITE

3038 (WB) WOOD BRESCAH DARK

Alluring Accenuations

Alluring Accenuations

Alluring Accenuations

Alluring Accenuations
Introducing textiles that have the ability to add visual intrigue to your space.

3056 (HT) HORIZONTAL TRACK BROWN

3060 (HT) HORIZONTAL TRACK GREY

3061 (HT) HORIZONTAL TRACK LITE
When it’s about decor, VenisDecor knows the intricate textures involved that give it life and coherence.
A modern roster of designs that are introduced to give you the feel of vigor and sensibility.

Realwood style due to its wide range of patterns, designs, colours and grains. Perfectly able to balance style with function.

**LIVE OAK**

- **3024 (LVO) QUATTRO CUT DARK**
- **3027 (LVO) QUATTRO CUT BROWN**
- **3028 (LVO) QUATTRO CUT LITE**
- **3023 (LVO) QUATTRO CUT LITE**
CUTTING-EDGE LAMINATE TEXTURES CREATED FOR GRANDER AND ELEGANCE.

GLAMOROUS PROPORTIONS

These surfaces provide glamour in special ways—elegant and lush—smart and practical at the place of application.
CLASSIC INFLUENCES

These serene designs are made with a soft and clear decoration. A dynamic pattern that lends energy and freshness. With color variants available.
AMZING
KNITTER

DECODING
FASHION MODE

To see some designs bigger images of tiles and artistic accounts of style and splendor in the new urban.

3114 (AK) AMZING KNITTER LITE

3115 (AK) AMZING KNITTER DARK

3116 (UW) PG URBAN WOOD

3117 (UW) PG URBAN WOOD
ERA WOOD

Go for rich textures that create an amazing surrounding.

SUBLTLETY THAT SPEAKS

Proof of this quality that attest and create an unnoticeable charm. These surfaces are also very durable and wash elegantly.

3044 (EW) ERA WOOD

3131 (EW) ERA WOOD

3054 (EW) ERA WOOD

3132 (EW) SMOKE ERA WOOD

3132 (EW) ERA WOOD LIGHT

3029 (EW) ERA WOOD

3028 (EW) ERA WOOD
TRENDING TERRAIN

The fabric-like textures and motifs that whiten the washable and transform our surroundings to a softer, more refined feel.

3046 (3C) FLOWER CHANNEL DARK

3029 (3C) WOOD CHANNEL

3046 (3C) FLOWER CHANNEL LITE

3028 (3C) WOOD CHANNEL

3043 (LC) LARGE CHANNEL BROWN

3042 (LC) LARGE CHANNEL LITE PINK
HIGH GLOSS

KNITTED PERFECTION

The timelines and rigorous forms of these textile designs are characterized by a seamless finish in your ordinary living areas, turning them into stylized tools.

3134(HG) SESAME WOOD DARK

3135(HG) SESAME WOOD NATURAL

3149(HG) GOLDEN FERN

3150(HG) REGAL FERN

3151(HG) BURNT FERN
RAVISHING CLASS

The glamour of Brück’s Paluma & scrapbook your desire’s style

3848 (HG) HIGHGLOSS

3849 (HG) HIGHGLOSS

3110 (HG) HIGHGLOSS

3109 (HG) HIGHGLOSS
The gloss of High Gloss is set to impress you and elevate your spaces to levels of excellence.

**HIGH GLOSS**

**RAVISHING CLASS**

The glamour of High Gloss accentuates your décor's style effortlessly in the most elegant manner.
ECCENTRIC FEEL

Gather natural tones accompanied with the vibrance texture of Finley's suede finish.

3099 (SF) WOOD SUEDE
3138 (SF) GOLDEN TEAK
3137 (SF) DARK TEAK
3103 (SF) WOOD SUEDE
3106 (SF) WOOD SUEDE
3107 (SF) WOOD SUEDE
3067 (SF) WOOD SUEDE
3068 (SF) WOOD SUEDE
3108 (SF) WOOD SUEDE
SUEDE FINISH

**TOUCH OF ROYALTY**

Here are surface impressions, which have been given a contemporary appearance to resonate like you.
FLAWLESS CREATIVITY

Full-look covering finish to the laminate's finish, multi-purpose design of the modern set.